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Abstract: Mobile Agent has many benefits over traditional distributed sys-
tems such as reducing latency, bandwidth, and costs. Mobile Agent Systems
are not fully utilized due to security problems. This paper focuses on mobile
agent protection against malicious hosts. A new security mechanism called
Checkpoints has been proposed. Checkpoint Mechanism (CPM) aims to
protect Mobile Agent against malicious hosts in case of Capturing and
Integrity attacks. CPM assumes using a free-roaming mobility mechanism by
Mobile agent systems. The main idea behind CPM is to generate multiple
versions of Mobile Agent. The multiple version is used to recover Mobile
Agent from Capturing and Integrity attacks by untrusted hosts. MA versions
are kept in Recovery Host(RH). RH plays a key role in CPM by controlling
and monitoring MAs’ recovery processes. A prototype method has been used
to prove the feasibility of CPM. The prototype was implemented by using
the .Net framework and C#. full discussion for several scenarios has been
done to analyze the feasibility and performance for CPM. As found from this
research, CPM has a strong ability to protect Mobile Agents from Capturing
and Integrity attacks completely. In addition, there is no negative impact on
the overall performance of the mobile agent system.
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1 Introduction

Mobile Agent systems are a promising area for computers to communicate through networks.
Mobile Agent(MA) allows users to perform their tasks efficiently by using an asynchronous mode
[1]. MA is an object that has the ability to move autonomously among a network node to perform
tasks on behalf of users [2]. It has many benefits over traditional ways such as reducing the network
bandwidth, low network latency and reducing the communication cost [3]. Through a journey, MA
visits hosts that provide services based on user requirements [4].
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Mobility is a key feature for MA systems that allows MAs to move in heterogeneous networks
to perform tasks on behalf of the user [5]. The mobility could be one of two mechanisms such as a
predefined itinerary (Static) and a free-roaming (Dynamic) [6]. The predefined itinerary mechanism is
used when all visited hosts are known before MA starts its journey [7]. The free-roaming mechanism
is used when MAs visit hosts are unknown and MA will move among hosts based on execution
environment conditions [8]. This paper deals with the second one the free-roaming [9–11].

MA deals with many entities during its execution so, security is highly required. The MA security
is classified into two main categories: platform security and MA security (As Object) [12]. The
platform security aims to protect hosts (service providers) against malicious MAs such as accessing
unauthorized information or acting like viruses, [13,14]. On the other hand, MA security aims to
protect MA against malicious hosts that may attack the MA integrity. In addition, malicious hosts
may prevent MAs to continue their journeys (Capturing) [15]. Two main approaches to deal with MA
security issues: detection or prevention approaches. The detection approach is to find if there is a
problem that occurred and try to solve it by using different mechanisms such as tracing MA results
or using cryptography mechanisms [16,17]. Most of the proposed mechanisms are used to protect
MA systems partially but not completely. This paper addresses unsolved security issues completely by
current security mechanisms in case of using a free-roaming mobility mechanism, such as [18–20]:

1. MA capturing Attacks by malicious hosts.
2. MA integrity Attacks by malicious hosts.

This paper proposes a mechanism to protect MAs against two types of attacks Capturing and
Integrity. In addition, it provides a fault tolerance mechanism in case of normal failure that disallows
MAs to continue their journeys. The proposed mechanism is called Check-Point Mechanism (CPM).
CPM is based on two concepts: Checkpoints to protect MA from capturing by malicious hosts and
MA Multi-Version to protect the MA integrity during a journey. the mechanism details will present
in the below sections.

The paper rest is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some proposed mechanisms related
to MAs protection. Section 3 explains a method of CPM to protect MA. The method presents the
mechanism framework, components, and algorithm. Section 4 shows the result of the MA system
with CPM and without CPM implementation as a prototype. Section 5 discusses the results in terms
of CPM feasibility and performance. The paper is concluded in Section 6 with some recommendation
points as future works.

2 Related Work

This paper focuses on MA protection against malicious hosts. When it uses free-roaming as a
mobility mechanism. This section presents some proposed mechanisms in the same area of security to
specify the research gap as follows:

Roth [21] proposed a schema that allows mutual recording of MA itinerary with cooperating
Mobile Agent Systems. While MA roaming among different platforms, it provides information
about current, previous, and next platforms to follower MA to check the consistency by making
authentication. In case of any violation, fitting action is done. Yee [22] developed a mechanism to
ensure MA integrity during its journey. The mechanism was based on an encryption mechanism. In
each place visited by MA, the result is encrypted. When MA returns home, all results are verified to
make sure no integrity attack occurred. But, encryption has a bad impact on overall performance. To
check MA integrity, Vigna [23] proposed to make tracing the execution history of MA. If there is any
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type of conflict in the execution, the host of that execution will be considered as a malicious host.
Esparza [24] suggested watermarking approach to detect attacks against MA. This approach uses a
digital watermark to be added in MA during its journey. When MA finished its duty, the result is
verified to find the mark. If the MA code is changed, the watermark becomes defective and scrambled
[25]. Tajer et al. proposed a framework to support MA agents during their journeys. The framework
aims to protect MAs against Eavesdropping and Alternation attacks. The idea is based on evaluating
how different types of MAs react with attacks. In this way, the system can build trust in hosts [26].
Address Forward and Data Backward (AFBD) is a mechanism to protect MA’s integrity. MA sends a
result of each visited host before moving to another. In this case, MA only carries the hosts’ addresses.
In this way, the obtained results from hosts will be completely protected. But sometimes, the results
may be needed in computation processes during a journey [27]. Secure Image Mechanism (SIM) was
proposed by Ahmed [28]. A copy of MA is sent to a Controller (Trust Host) before sending to an
anonymous host for execution. MA back to the controller after finishing the execution to be verified.
If any modifications occur, the mechanism declares the host as malicious [29]. Muñoz et al. proposed
a trusted platform model to protect MAs based on hardware components. The model is implemented
as a chip that is integrated into hardware. It has two activates first one, configuration justification
of hosts. The second one, a host data protection. This model works as a protocol that is enforced to
migrate MA [30]. Trusted security mechanism proposed by Dadhich et al. It is based on Trust decisions
which are combined with security decision making. The security decision is taken based on security
management [12]. Trust Management involves organizing the information necessary to pass a trust
relationship. Trust specifies a relationship between two objects on a specific statement. In addition, it
is described using belief levels, disbelief, and uncertainty [31].

As mentioned above, these security mechanisms were not given a solution regarding capturing
and integrity as a security prevention method. In addition, the Fault-Tolerance feature is missing.

3 Method and Material

The main idea behind this paper is to propose a novel mechanism that has the ability to
protect MAs against malicious hosts in two situations: first, Capturing MAs by preventing them to
continue their journeys. The second, MAs Integrity by detecting and preventing at the same time. The
mechanism is called Check Point Mechanism (CPM). The following sections describe CPM in terms
of a framework, components, and algorithm.

CPM Description

CPM aims to protect MAs against Malicious hosts. The CPM assumes there are two types of
hosts: Trusted Hosts (TH) and Untrusted Hosts (UT). MA can Visit multiple hosts either TH or UT
such as th1, th2, . . . thn N is a number of trusted hosts and, ut1, ut2, . . . utm M is the number of untrusted
hosts. When a MA visits any type of host, a new version of the MA such as ma1, ma2, . . . , mak K is
the number of total hosts that are visited by MA. The main entities of CPM are described as follows:

Mobile Agent (MA)

MA is an object that can travel autonomously among hosts to perform some duties on behalf of
users. It consists of two main parts: first, data state represents information about MA, required data
for processing in different hosts, and results that are obtained during the journey. The second part
represents the behavior of MA that changes the MA state. The behavior is constituted based on services
that are requested by the users. MA moves from one host to another by using mobility property. The
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proposed mechanism assumes that MA uses a free-roaming method as a mobility mechanism. Free-
roaming means MAs are not equipped with itinerary tables. When MA reaches the first station, will
get information about the next station based on required services. During a journey, multi versions
of MAs are generated such as ma1, ma2, . . . , mak K is a number of total hosts that are visited. Fig. 1
presents MA components.

Figure 1: MA components

3.1 Mobile Agent Base (MAB)
Mobile Agent Base (MAB) represents MAs home. From this place, MAs start their journeys and

after finishing their duties return to MAB. It receives requests from users and provides MAs with these
requests. After completing its journey, MA returns to MAB with results. MAB extracts the results.
In addition, it monitors MAs during their journey. CPM allows MAB to verify the results by using
information from Recover Host (RH). RH is one of the key players in CPM. It saves image copies
of MA versions during it is journey to protect it against malicious hosts. MAB consists of several
components such as: MA Creator: This component aims to create MA according to the user’s request.
In addition, it provides MA by needs during its journey for example the first station of its journey
and some stations as backup hosts that may need it. The backup hosts will be used in case the visited
hosts fail to provide MA with an appropriate host as a next station according to its mission. MA
Dispatcher aims to transfer MA to its first station. In case of any problem transferring MA to the
next host, the Dispatcher will select one of the backup hosts that is stored inside MA. MA Receiver:
This component receives MAs after completing their journeys and extracting the obtained results. MA
Verifier: By using MA versions from RH, this component verifies MA integrity by making tracing.
MA reporter: This component aims to prepare the result and submit it to the users. Fig. 2 is USE
CASE diagram presents MAB components.

3.2 HOSTS
Hosts provide MAs with services based on their mission. There are two types of hosts: first, a

trusted host (TH) that is completely secure to MAs. The second, an untrusted host (UT). The untrusted
host may capture MAs or attack their integrities. All hosts in CPM are considered to belong to one
of the two types. To protect MAs against UTs. Before, MA visits UT, a copy of the current version
will be kept in RH. So, RH may keep multiple different versions of MA. The host composes of
components to achieve its role such as Services: Services are requested by visited MAs. Hosts Database:
this component provides MAs with the next hosts in their journeys according to their missions. Because
in our proposed mechanism, MAs use the Free-Roaming mechanism for mobility. Recovery Unit: this
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unit is only available in trusted hosts. It aims to send a MA copy to RH in case the next station is an
untrusted host.

Figure 2: MAB use case

3.3 Recovery Host
Recovery Host(RH) plays a key role in CPM. It keeps multi versions of a MA to grantee protection

against MAs capturing integrity attacks. The latest version could work instead of MA in case UT
prevents an original MA to continue or being lost for any technical reason (fault-tolerance). The
multi versions of the MA are used to verify the MA’s integrity by MAB. MAs are kept in RH when a
checkpoint is performed. The checkpoint is performed in two cases. First, before MA visits UT. The
second, if a user sets multiple checkpoints when MA is created. For example, the user may set a number
of checkpoints during a journey. By this, the user can monitor his/her MA’s progress. To accomplish
its duties, RH stores MAs multi-version in a stack and it uses PUSH and POP operation to store and
retrieve MA versions. Fig. 3 presents the USE CASE of RH.

3.4 CPM Algorithm
This section describes the logic steps of CPM by using the entities that are described above. Before

MA starting it is journey, MAB send a message to RH to create a stack for the MA versions. These
versions are generated when a MA visits TH or UT. The MA version will be sent to RH in two cases:
first, before MA visiting UT. Second, checkpoints are settled by MAB. Periodically, RH sends signal
to MAB about a status of MAs based on receiving MA versions. Tab. 1 presents CPM algorithm that
are followed by MAs during journeys:
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Figure 3: Recovery host use case

Table 1: CPM algorithm

# Steps Location Output

1 Create MOBILE Agent(user_tasks) MAB Ma0

2 Dispatch( ma to th1) MAB
3 Receive ma by th1 th1

4 Serve (ma) th1 ma1

5 If(ma satisfied user requirements)
Go to MBA with results

else
{
Get_next_host ( )
If( next_host type = Untrusted or Checkpoint())

Send_copy_of_MA( ma1) to RH
dispatch(ma1) to next_host

}

th1

6 Receive ma1 by th2 or uh2 th2 or uh2

7 Serve (ma1) th2 or uh2 ma2

(Continued)
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Table 1: Continued
# Steps Location Output

8 If(ma satisfied user requirements)
Go to MBA with results

else
{
Get_next_host( )
If(next_host type = Untrut or CheckPoint())
Send_copy_of_MA( ma2) to RH

dispatch(ma2) to next_host
}

th2 or uh2

Repeat from 6 to 8 till man return to MAB man

K Receive( man) MAB
K + 1 Receive( ma1, ma2, . . . mam) from RH MAB
K + 2 Verify_ Integrity (m1, m2, . . . mam with man) MAB
K + 3 Submit_results to the user Results

End of Algorithm

Fig. 4 presents CPM in the content of a mobile agent system. A user submits tasks to MAB. MAB
creates a MA based on the tasks. The MA starts its journey by visiting multiple hosts. Before the MA
visits UH, a version copy will be kept in RH. MA copies that are stored in RH will be used to protect
the MA against capturing and integrity attacks.

Figure 4: CPM framework
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4 CPM Implementation

To measure the validity of CPM, a complete prototype of a mobile agent system has been
implemented by using .Net Framework and C# language. The prototype was implemented first
without CPM and after that with CPM to compare the impact of the performance. It consists of
four main components:

1. MA class is used to generate MA objects. MA is serialized object that can move among hosts
to perform users’ tasks.

2. MBA Class is used to create MAs and provide them with the necessary information to
accomplish their journeys. It has two interfaces: first to dispatch MAs and the second to receive
MAs after finishing their duties. In addition, it communicates with RH to monitor MAs.

3. Host Class is used to define hosts (TH or UH). It uses to serve MAs according to MAs
requirements. Hosts have two types trusted (TH) or untrusted(UH). TH sends a MA object
copy to RH.

4. Recovery Host Class is used to keep MAs versions during their journeys. It coordinates
with MAB

The prototype of the proposed mechanism has been implemented to prove the validity of the
model. Different scenarios had been conducted by using the prototype. The scenarios were based on
CPM and without CPM to measure the impact of CPM on performance.

4.1 Scenario Implementation
In this scenario, a user wants to obtain a book price from five hosts in order to buy the cheapest

one. The required book maybe not be available in some hosts, so, a MA will visit an unknown number
of hosts (freer-roaming mobility was used) to achieve this task. The hosts may be trusted or untrusted.
The scenarios were implemented without CPM and with CPM as follows

4.1.1 First Scenario Without CPM

A MA was visited 11 hosts to get a book price. The MA target was to obtain 5 prices from different
hosts. Tab. 2 presents the costs time by each host.

Table 2: Without CPM scenario

Time(ms) Host Host type Service availability

5000 1 Trusted Available
6001 2 Trusted Not Available
5501 3 Untrusted Available
8501 4 Trusted Not Available
6001 5 Trusted Not Available
5001 6 Untrusted Not Available
6501 7 Trusted Available
5500 8 Trusted Available
5000 9 Untrusted Not Available
8500 10 Trusted Not Available
4501 11 Trusted Available
7200 MA returned home with 5 results
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4.1.2 Second Scenario with CPM

A MA was visited 13 hosts to get a book price. The MA target was to obtain 5 prices from different
hosts. Tab. 3 presents the costs time by each host. In addition, different MA versions were kept in RH
to be used as recovery copies and for verification against untrusted hosts.

Table 3: With CPM scenario

Time(ms) Host Host type Service availability RH (Recovery Hosts)

6010 1 Trusted Available MA0
5003 2 Untrusted Not Available . . .

7020 3 Trusted Available . . .

9010 4 Trusted Not Available MA1
5050 5 Untrusted Not Available . . .

6001 6 Untrusted Not Available . . .

7030 7 Trusted Available MA2 (Checkpoint)
6089 8 Trusted Not Available MA3
5001 9 Untrusted Not Available . . .

6501 10 Trusted Available . . .

5500 11 Trusted Not Available . . .

8500 12 Trusted Not Available MA4(Checkpoint)
4501 13 Trusted Available . . .

6222 MA returned home with 5 results . . .

4.1.3 Prototype Servicing Multiple MAs with CPM

Sample screenshots are presented from the prototype implementation. Fig. 5 shows a screenshot
of Host 1 that was visited by 10 MAs. Host 1 provides the MAs with the same services simultaneously.

Fig. 6 shows MAB receives multiple MAs after they finished their journeys. Each MA visited
different hosts.

5 Result Discussion

Based on several scenarios that were conducted to measure the feasibility and the performance
of CPM, valuable results had been obtained. The scenarios were based on using CPM and without
using CPM. First, the MA system was developed without CPM. In this scenario, the MA visited 11
hosts to ask about a book price. During the journey, the MA visited 3 untrusted hosts. So, there was a
big chance that the MA may attack by those hosts either by attacking its integrity or preventing it to
continue its journey. Tab. 1 presented the cost times of the journey.

The second scenario was used CPM with the same task of the first scenario. In this scenario, the
MA had visited 13 hosts and 4 of them were untrusted. CPM created different versions of the MA
and kept them in RH. These versions were used as recovery copies in case the MA faced attacks from
the 4 untrusted hosts. In addition, some versions were created based on checkpoints assigned by the
MAB. Tab. 2 explains the recovery matrix during its journey for the second scenario.
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Figure 5: 10 MAs visit host No.1

Figure 6: Mobile agents return home after visiting multiple hosts

Tab. 4 presents the recovery matrix against untrusted hosts in case of two security attacks that may
face MA based on the second scenario. Based on CPM, the items in the matrix will protect the MA
against capturing and integrity attacks. The second column contains recovery copies for each untrusted
host in case of capturing attacks. For example, if host No. 6 prevents the MA to continue its journey,
the recovery copy MA1 in RH will be used instated of the original MA. The third column contains the
recovery copies of MA versions for each untrusted host in case of integrity attacks. For example, if host
No. 9 attacked the MA integrity, the MA versions: M0, MA1, MA2, MA3 will be used to detect the
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attack and make the correction in MAB. In Addition, there are more versions were generated based
on checkpoints assigned before the MA starts its journey. MA2, MA4 have represented checkpoint
versions.

Table 4: Recovery matrix against untrusted hosts in CPM

Host Host type Recovery copies of MA
versions for capturing attacks

MA recovery copies

2 Untrusted MA0 MA0
5 Untrusted MA1 M0, MA1
6 Untrusted MA1 M0, MA1
9 Untrusted MA3 M0,

MA1,MA2,MA3

In the third scenario, the CPM prototype can deal with multiple MAs simultaneously. Fig. 5
presents host no. 1 while it services 10 MAs. In addition, Fig. 6 presents multiple MAs who arrived
home after completing their journeys.

According to the time costs that were appeared in Tab. 1 without CPM in the first scenario and
Tab. 2 with CPM in the second scenario, the impact of CPM could be analyzed. Fig. 7 presents the
cost times in the first and second scenarios.

Figure 7: Cost time for CPM and without CPM

According to the cost time analysis in two scenarios, there this no significant impact on perfor-
mance when using CPM. The average cost time in the case of using CPM is 6247.3 MS and without
CPM the average cost time is 6000.6. The impact of CPM performance will appear in the case of
untrusted hosted capturing the MA. In this situation, the MA will continue the journey by using the
recovery version in RH. The cost time (P) of the complete journey could be determined by using the
following equation:

P =
n+1∑

i=0

Ti,i+1 +
m∑

j=1

Rj

n: No. of hosts that are visited by MA including MAB (From and To ).

T_(i−1, i) : cost of time that allows MA to move from host i−1 to i
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Rj: Time that is required by MA to complete its task inside the host j.

m: number of hosts (trusted or untrusted) visited by the MA.

According to this discussion, the feasibility of CPM is approved and it is able to protect MAs
against malicious hosts in two aspects: Capturing and Integrity attacks. In Addition, in terms of
performance, CPM does not affect the overall performance negatively.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Mobile Agent Technology is a promising area that allows computers to communicate with many
benefits. This technology is not fully utilized because there are many security concerns. This paper
has proposed CPM as a mechanism to protect MAs during their journey when they use a free-
roaming mobility approach. The main idea behind CPM is to generate multiple versions of MAs to be
considered as checkpoints of executions. These versions will be used to protect MAs from capturing
and integrity attacks by untrusted hosts. CPM was implemented using .Net framework and C# as
part of the full mobile agent system which was developed for this purpose. According to the results
discussed above, CPM proved its feasibility to protect MAs against capturing and integrity attacks. In
addition, there is no negatively significant difference when using CPM. Moreover, CPM can be used
as a fault-tolerance mechanism in case of any normal failure which may happen to MAs. By using
multiple versions that are kept in RH, MAs could be recovered.

As future plan, CPM could work with any mobile agent system which is using a free-roaming
mechanism. To make this possible, CPM needs some interfaces to interact with several mobile agent
systems
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